An interactive program verification tool usually requires users to write formal proofs in a theorem prover like Coq and Isabelle, which is an obstacle for most software engineers. In comparison, annotation verifiers can use assertions in source files as hints for program verification but they themselves do not have a formal soundness proof.
INTRODUCTION
In the past 15 years, researchers have built series of tools for program verification. Tools like CakeML [7] , Iris [12, 13] , VST [1, 5] (interactive program verification tools) are built in interactive theorem provers like Coq [2] or Isabelle [18] . Also, their users are required to write formal program correctness proofs in the same theorem prover. Tools like Dafny [15] , Hip/Sleek [6] , VeriFast [10] and Viper [17] (annotation verifiers) do not need users to write formal proofs but rely on sufficient assertions annotated in programs. Tools like CBMC [14] , F-Soft [8, 9] and Infer [4] do not even need much annotation.
Different tools have their advantages and disadvantages.
(1) One significant advantage of interactive tools is that these tools themselves are formally proved sound. This is especially meaningful for verifying real world programming languages and for verifying higher-order properties like functional correctness. On one hand, real world programming languages are complicated. For example, it is very subtle what C programs may cause undefined behavior. On the other hand, an advanced program logic for higher-order properties usually has a nontrivial soundness proof. For example, VST and Iris use step-indexed semantics for interpreting impredicative assertion languages whose soundness proof is complicated.
As far as we know, no annotation verifier has a formal soundness proof yet.
(2) Interactive program verification tools also benefit from the rich language of Coq (and Isabelle, etc.) for writing formal definitions and proofs. These tools can easily have higher-order functions and predicates in their assertion languages. At the same time, it is convenient for them to have addition logic connectives and unrestricted user-defined predicates.
When designing the assertion language of an annotation verifier, one have to compromise between its expressiveness and the efficiency of assertion entailment checkers.
(3) Annotation verifiers are easier to use for ordinary software engineers. Writing annotations is a much more straightforward way of demonstrating that a program is correct. For example, Fig. 1 shows an implementation of in-place linked list reverse and its functional correctness proof. 1 The In comparison, learning to use a theorem prover, and writing formal proofs for program correctness is a high threshold.
In this paper, we show that these targets do not conflict with each other; one verification tool can achieve them all. We build VST-A, a foundationally sound annotation verifier with a rich higher-order annotation language. It is built based on the following previous works:
(1) CompCert Clight syntax and operational semantics, which is formal definition of C language and C program behavior; (2) CompCert Clightgen, a verified parser and preprocessor that turns C source code into Clight AST; (3) VST Verifiable C, which is a separation logic for C program verification formally proved sound w.r.t. CompCert Clight semantics; (4) VST Floyd, a proof automation system in Coq for using Verifiable C to verify C programs. The most important component of VST-A is Clight-A, a formal language of annotated C programs. This language does not only define C statements and assertions, but also involves verification context transformation. For example, in Fig. 1 new logical variables c, x and l ′ 2 are introduced in the middle of verification at line 12 and they can be used in later assertions in the loop body.
Base on that, we build a parser which turns C programs and comments into this formal language and a foundationally sound verifier which uses annotated programs as guide.
In order to use VST-A, one can first write C functions in a ".c" file, then use CompCert Clightgen and our parser to generate Coq ".v" files which contain the corresponding Clight AST and Clight-A AST, and all C function specifications extracted from the comments. In the end, users can use our one-line verification command "verify" to check whether the assertions and invariants in the original ".c" file suffices to prove those C functions correct. Specifically, function specifications are VST-A 1 pre/postconditions written in VST Verifiable C's higher-order separation logic. The VST-A tactic 2 "verify" reduces Hoare triples to series of entailments which cannot be solved automatically.
Our experience of building VST-A shows that, in order to reduce a Hoare triple to assertion entailments, we do not need the full flexibility of Coq's Ltac language. Moreover, if we use the underlying logic of Coq in a disciplined way, we can gain additional convenience in building proof automation.
We organize the rest of this paper as follows. We introduce background information about Coq theorem prover and VST in §2. We demonstrate our annotated C syntax Clight-A, our verifier and and VST-A's frontend (including parser) in §3, §4 and §5, respectively. In §6, we discuss the benefit of only disciplinedly using interactive theorem proving. In the end, we discuss related works in §7 and conclude in §8.
Remark. In order to verify pointers in C programs, VST-A is separation logic based. However, we simply use the separation logic facilities from VST. The whole development is not heavily depended on separation logic. Thus we will mostly omit such irrelevant details in this paper.
BACKGROUND
VST is a tool for interactive C program verification. In this section, we show four parts of background information. The first is an abstract C language which we will use in this paper. It is a subset of CompCert Clight [16] , but including most commonly used features. The second is VST's forward symbolic execution for assignment statements. The third is VST's Hoare logic for C language. The forth is the Coq proof assistant. The VST verification tool is built in Coq. We use Coq and VST to implement our annotation verifier, VST-A.
Clight: Abstract C language
In this paper, we use a simplified version of CompCert Clight as an abstract C language. Fig. 2 shows the syntax. loop (c incr ) c is a general way to describe loops in the C language, which is equivalent to for (; ; c incr ) {c}. Three kinds of loops in C language, namely for, while and do-while loops, can be expressed using this general loop statement. In return statements, return expressions are optional; thus we write e? instead of e. Goto statement is not allowed -it is not supported by VST's program logic, and can be avoided by program transformation. Our development can handle switch statements but we exclude them in this paper because of their complex syntax.
Fig. 2. Clight: abstract C language
2 A Coq tactic is a proof command which reduces one proof goal zero, one or more proof goals using proved theorems (see §2.4). Users are allowed to build customized tactics compositionally in Coq. "Verify" is such a customized tactic built by VST-A.
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Forward Symbolic Executor
Our work is based on a forward symbolic executor with two components: a symbolic assignment executor ae(·, ·) and an assertion normalization program norm(·). We write Σ; Γ ⊨ ae(P, c) ⇓ Q if Q is the result of symbolic execution, i.e., given logical variable context Σ and proposition context Γ, ae(·, ·) computes a strongest postcondition Q for precondition P and assignment statement c. For example, in the reverse program given in Fig. 1 , if Σ := a; b; l 1 ; l 2 ,
. Assignment executor may fail, if the precondition P cannot guarantee c can run successfully, or P is not in a good form such that the symbolic executor can execute c.
Besides, an assertion normalization program turns an assertion into a better form. We write Σ; Γ ⊨ norm(P) ⇓ Q if the norm(·) program terminates and returns Q when it tries to improve P.
Here, P and Q should be equivalent with each other but Q is in a better form. For example, the following assertion I is the loop invariant in our reverse program ( Fig. 1) :
So at the beginning of the loop body, the assertion (I ∧ ⟦v⟧ = true) must hold. But this form may be not preferred by the symbolic executor and it becomes hard for next step. Assertion normalization program handles this situation. Here, Σ; Γ ⊨ norm(I ∧ ⟦b⟧ = true) ⇓ Q for
VST provides an instance of forward symbolic executor inside. Fig. 3 shows proof rules of VST's Hoare logic. Besides, Exists and Pure rules introduce variables and propositions from precondition to context, respectively. Loop rule has two invariants, loop invariant I and continue invariant I con , that I is the invariant must hold before each iteration, and I con is the invariant must hold at continue or before c incr statement. For return statements, we only demonstrate a proof rule for statements without a return value. In our development, there is a similar proof rule with return value; we omit it here for simplicity. Assoc rule reassociates sequential compositions 3 . Different from ordinary versions, we demonstrate pre/postcondition replacement in an asymmetric way. Specifically, Pre is our precondition strengthening rule. But we do not have one corresponding rule for postcondition weakening. Instead, it is built-in Skip, Assignment, Break, Continue and Return. We choose this special presentation because VST always suggests users verify programs in a forward direction. For example, suppose c is an assignment statement, using Assignment, a triple with form Σ; Γ ⊢ {P } c R, [ ì R ′ ] can be reduced to an assertion entailment Σ; Γ; Q ⊨ R where Q is the strongest postcondition generated by VST's assignment executor ae(P, c).
Hoare Logic for C Programs
Although both directions of reassociation are sound, we only need one in this paper. an assignment statement and Σ; Γ ⊨ ae(P, c) ⇓ Q. This reduction uses Assoc, Seq, Assignment and the reflexivity of assertion entailment. Besides, VST also proves some other rules sound, including the reverse direction of Assoc, normal postcondition weakening (Post). Rule IfSeq and NoContinue are used for additional proof automation. 
Coq Proof Assistant
Coq [2] is an interactive theorem prover. Users can write formal definitions and formal proofs in it. When developing a proof in Coq, users can see all proof goals which are still needed to prove. Every proof goal contains a proof context (including variables and hypotheses) and a conclusion. Users can use proof tactics to reduce one proof goal into zero, one or more proof goals. Moreover, users are allowed to build customized tactics compositionally in Coq. VST is built in Coq. In VST, proof contexts Σ and Γ mentioned in §2.3 correspond to Coq proof context. VST's assignment executor, ae(·, ·), is written in Coq's tactic language. Executing ae(c, P) under context Σ and Γ constructs not only a strongest postcondition Q but also a proof of Σ; Γ ⊢ {P } c {Q, [⊥, ⊥, ⊥]}. Similarly, norm(P) constructs an assertion Q and a proof that Σ; Γ; P ⊨ Q.
In summary, VST is an interactive C program verification tool whose proof tactics are based on a symbolic assignment executor ae(·, ·), a normalization program norm(·), and a set of Hoare logic proof rules. Executing ae(·, ·) and norm(·) will generate formal Coq proofs and all Hoare logic proof rules are proved sound formally and foundationally in Coq.
CLIGHT-A: ANNOTATION LANGUAGE
In this section we describe an annotation language Clight-A. Fig. 4 shows its syntax. We use capitalized "C" to represent annotated programs in this paper while we use lower case "c" to represent programs written in the original Clight language. "Assert P" is a statement that suggests the assertion P holds at this point. Loop statement is extended from loop in Clight. There are two loop invariants given before loop, and the first is loop invariant and the second is continue invariant. Continue invariant is the assertion required before incremental statement in loop. Assignment statements are the same as defined in §2. "Given" clauses are a special kind of statements that allows user to introduce new logical variables. In this paper, types may be omitted after "∃" and/or "given" when it is not ambiguous. Assertions in the scope of a "given" clause may use these logical variables, as shown by the following typing rules.
(Other typing rules omitted.)
For convenience, Clight-A only allows sequential combination to be associated from right to left, such that a "given" clause, which appears on the left, always affects all statements on the right (if they are in the same block). Although we use C to represent Clight-A's statements in Fig. 4 while C ′ is used for single statements, we will not distinguish them in the rest part of this paper. Every annotated program is actually a proof plan for building a Hoare triple. If we review VST's Hoare logic proof rule (see Fig. 3 ), we can divide them into two classes. Some proof rules, like If and Seq, decompose a Hoare triple into multiple smaller ones. Other proof rules, like Pre and Exists, manipulate preconditions (and proof contexts if necessary). Thus, for proving a Hoare triple, the main proof structure is fixed-the proof target should be decomposed step by step according the program's syntax tree. Users are only free to choose where and how to rewrite preconditions. Our annotated programs describes this "where" and "how".
Formally, we use Σ; Γ ⊩ Φ by __ C to denote that judgement Φ can be proved if following the proof plan described by annotated program C, under variable context Σ and proposition context Γ. Here, this judgement Φ can be either a Hoare triple or an assertion entailment. Fig. 5 describes proof strategies that follows C programs' syntax tree. Seq rule implicitly requires c 1 ; c 2 to be the same separation as C 1 ; C 2 , otherwise the premises cannot be proved. Assoc rule is to reassociate program statements into the same structure as annotated program. Fig. 6 shows precondition transformation rules that are guided by annotations. Given rule shows that, when the annotated program has a given clause, an existentially quantified variable should be extracted from precondition to variable context. SeqAssertion is application of pre-consequence rule in Hoare logic and it is driven by assertions in annotated programs. In Pure rule, pure(P) means: P is a pure proposition about logical variables; it does not depend on program state. This rule is to extract pure propositions to proposition context automatically, without an explicit annotation.
All these proof construction strategies are based on VST's Hoare logic, which can be formally stated as the following theorem. Theorem 1. For every Σ, Γ, c, P, Q, ì Q ′ and C, if
then there is a proof for
ANNOTATION VERIFIER
In this section, we show how we build the annotation verifier. Given enough annotation, the verifier can reduce a Hoare triple to a series of entailments.
Verifier Strategy
Our annotation verifier uses the proof rules for annotated programs (either following program AST or following annotations) most of the time, except for Seq rule. It requires an assertion Q in the middle, which is hard to generate directly. So instead of using Seq rule, we use the alternative rules shown in Fig. 7 . assign(c) means c is an assignment statement, and complex(c) means c is an if-statement or loop. These rules are provable using original proof rules in Figures 5&6. SeqAssign is proved by applying Seq and then applying Assignment. SeqComplex is proved by applying Seq and then applying SeqAssertion. The verifier repeats applying a rule chosen with the following strategy until the remaining proof goals are assertion entailments.
(1) If the annotated program starts with a given clause, apply Given/ImpGiven rule. (2) If a pure proposition can be extracted after simple transformation, transform and apply Pure/ImpPure rule. • Then apply SeqAssign/SeqComplex rule, depending on whether the first statement is an assignment or a complex statement; if a complex statement is not followed by an assertion, but followed by other statements, there are not any applicable rules, that means the user must give an assertion after a complex statement, because VST forward symbolic executor cannot generate a postcondition for a complex statement; it is guaranteed that the program statement and the annotated program are separated at the same point, because C 1 of the annotated program must be a single statement according to the syntax.
For example, in order to verify the linked list reverse program (in Fig. 1 ), we need to prove the following triple (see definitions in Fig. 8 ):
We can use annotated program C and prove
then Theorem 1 shows Σ; Γ ⊢ {P } c {⊥, [⊥, ⊥, Q ret ]}. Here we describe how our verifier proves (2) as follows We ignore the usage of Assoc rule in this example, because the way that program statements are connected is not shown when program is written in C-language style.
(1) Apply SeqAssign rule twice to use symbolically execute the first two statements.
(2) Apply SeqComplex rule to separate the loop from the remaining statements. (3) Apply Loop rule for the loop; this generates three proof goals: (1) P 1 ⊨ I , where P 1 is precondition before the loop and I is the loop invariant, (2) proof goal for loop body and (3) proof goal for incremental statement; the third proof goal is then reduced to entailment by applying Skip rule; (4) Apply Given for four times in introduce a, b, l 1 and l 2 to variable context Σ, and apply Pure rule to extract proposition l = rev(l 1 ) l 2 to proposition context Γ. In the end, the verifier reduces the proof goal of annotated program to a series of assertion entailments. These entailments are left to user to prove in Coq using Coq tactics.
Reverting to Generate Postcondition
The annotation based verifier described above requests users to write a postcondition for every if-statement and loop that is followed by other statements. This may be not enjoyable for users. So, in this section, we enhance our verifier to allow users to omit postconditions after complex statements with only one normal exit point. The number of normal exit points of an annotated program C is number of entailments in the form of Σ; Γ; P ⊨ Q generated by verifier to prove the goal Σ 0 ; Γ 0 ⊩ {P 0 } c Q, [ ì Q ′ ] by __ C, and this number only depends on C. For example, in the annotated program shown in Fig. 8 , the loop only has one normal exit, which is the break statement; and the if-statement also has one normal exit, because one of the branches is to break. Fig. 9 shows the method to count number of normal exits without actually applying proof rules. A complex statement C ′ has only one normal exit, means there will be only one occurrence of postcondition Q in the entailments left by the verifier. In the execution of the verifier to prove a Hoare triple {P } c Q, [ ì Q ′ ] , the postcondition Q is never used by the verifier but only remained in the entailments. Does that means we can let Q := P, where P is from the remaining entailment Σ; Γ; P ⊨ Q, to apply Seq rule when proving
The answer is negative, because context of the entailment Σ; Γ may be not the same as Σ 0 ; Γ 0 . Fortunately, the proof rules that the annotation verifier uses only add new items into context. This is different from full interactive proof, where user may change the context in any way she wants. So Σ; Γ is obtained from Σ 0 ; Γ 0 by adding new variables and propositions. Conversely, we can revert these variables and propositions into assertion to get an assertion P revert , such that Σ 0 ; Γ 0 ; P revert ⊨ Q implies Σ; Γ; P ⊨ Q. The verifier use proof rules shown in Fig. 10 for reversion as follows. We use the annotated program of reverse without loop postcondition (Fig. 11 ) to demonstrate how reversion works.
(1) Apply SeqAssign rule twice for first two statements. 
// Given c x l ′ 2 , 12 t = v−>tail; v−>tail = w; w = v; v = t; 13 } 14 return w; In Coq, there is a mechanism called unification variable, that allows a variable to be uninstantiated when applying a lemma. As a result, residue proof goals will have a hole; the uninstantiated variable (also called unification variable) needs to be filled in later proofs. This mechanism is exactly what we need to implement the reversion to generate postcondition.
FRONTEND DESIGN
In this section, we show the design of VST-A's frontend, which parses a commented C program and generates annotated program in Clight-A. This program is implemented by applying minimal modifications on CompCert Clightgen, which generates Clight program that user wants to verify. So this method allows us to easily guarantee the annotated program is corresponding to original program. Fig. 12 shows structure of VST-A's frontend comparing with CompCert's Clight generator (clightgen). Clightgen first parses C code and then does a series of transformations to Clight. Our frontend first includes comments as strings in parsing and syntax transformation. We slightly modify Clightgen so that these comments are all preserved. §5.1 explains this part in detail. Then our frontend analyzes the comments and build annotated programs with with annotations in Ocaml strings. And finally, our frontend prints the annotated program to a Coq's ".v" file, where the annotated program is a formal Coq term. §5.2 explains this part in detail.
Parsing and transformation
Clightgen's parser is built by a verified parser generator [11] and a context free grammar for C. We slightly modify the context free grammar to include comments when parsing. Fig. 13 shows a comparison between original and modified grammar. LBRACE and RBRACE stands for left brace and right brace in C code to parse. A question mark means this subpattern is optional. In original parser grammar, one kind of statements is compound statement, i.e. a code block enclosed by a pair of braces. There are also other kinds of statements e.g. if-statement and loop. We omit full definition of statement here because it is complex and not relevant to including comment when parsing. Inside a code block, there is a list of statements, which can be empty. In this list, comments may occur on the left end, right end and between two statements. In other words, there is an optional list of comments on the left of all statements and on the right of each statement. So we add an optional list of comments on the left of the list of statements in grammar rule of compound_statement, and we add an optional list of comments to occur on the right of each statement in grammar rule of block_item_list. We believe that this design is robust enough to cope with potential future updates of CompCert. After parsing, Clightgen applies a series of transformations to convert C to Clight. We modify the intermediate representations to preserve comments in this process. Fig. 14 shows the comparison between syntax of original Clight and our Clight-with-comment. Two new syntactic combinators are added to represent comments on the left and right side of a statement. We also apply similar changes to other intermediate representations and adapt each transformation step for preserving comments. Our modifications are all local and small-scale. Also, trivially eliminating comments can turn a Clight-with-comment program to the original Clight program.
From comment to annotation
After getting program in Clight-with-comments, an annotation building process interprets the comments and convert it into annotations. The job of this process has five aspects. We show them in next five paragraphs. After that, we give an example to demonstrate how the annotated program user written is processed. And finally, we show how string annotation is converted to syntactic annotation in the last paragraph.
Reassociating sequential compositions. Clight-A requests the left hand side of every sequential composition to be a single statement. This it to guarantee each given clause encloses all statements after it. And this also makes it easier for the verifier to find the first single statement. Annotation building process puts statements in a sequential composition into a list, and fold them from right to left.
Finding loop invariants. Loop invariants appear before loops as comments, but they are a component of loop in syntax of Clight-A. Also, loop invariants may not occur right before loops, because the initializing statements in for loops are transformed into separated statements before loops, and these statements will appear between loops and loop invariants. So annotation builder finds the closest loop invariants before each loop. Besides, it allows user to write only one loop invariant instead of two for loop (c incr ) c, if c incr is skip, or there are no continue statements in c (excluding those in inner loops). In the first case, annotation builder uses the single invariant twice, because {I } skip {I } is always provable. In the second case, annotation builder transforms the loop into loop (skip) {c; c incr } and uses the single invariant twice, because this transformation is proved to be sound in VST, and VST also uses this transformation for such kind of loops. If loop invariants are not found before a loop, or there is only one loop invariant but the loop is not in one of the two cases mentioned above, the annotation builder raises an error.
Generating given clauses. VST-Floyd symbolic executor requests precondition in canonical form without existential variables, so in annotated program, every assertion with existential variables must be followed by given clauses. For users' convenience, annotation builder finds these existential variables in assertions and generates given clauses after them automatically. Annotation builder also finds existential variables in loop invariants and generates given clauses at the beginning of loop bodies and incremental statements in the same way. These automatically generated given clauses cover all the cases that given clauses are needed, so users do not need to write any given clauses manually.
Checking postconditions. As we show in Section 4.2, annotation based verifier allows complex statements not followed by an assertion if and only if the complex statement has only one normal exit point. If a complex statement is not followed by an assertion, annotation builder checks whether it has only one normal exit point using the algorithm shown in Fig. 9 .
Extracting function specifications. We allow users to write function specification at the beginning of each function using With, Require and Ensure keywords as shown in examples, e.g. , This is an easy and clear when to write function specifications. Annotation builder extracts function specifications by finding With-Require-Ensure pattern at the beginning of each function and print it as a function of multiple parameters. Later a Coq tactic will convert this function to a formal function specification that conforms Verifiable C logic in VST. Assertions may also use variables mentioned in with clause. So annotation builder also generate given clauses that effect on the whole function body. These given clauses at the beginning of function body are bound to variables in with clause when initializing the annotation based verifier, such that they will not be not a part of the annotated program in proof of the Hoare triple.
Example. Fig. 15 shows an example. First, frontend parses annotated program written by user with comments and preforms transformations to Clight with comment, e.g. replacing while-loop with general loop. Then, function specification is extracted from comment to a function of l. User only gives one loop invariant. It is duplicated by annotation builder because incremental statement in while-loop is skip. User does not write an assertion after the loop. Annotation builder checks that the loop has only one normal exit point, so it allows user to omit this assertion.
Printing. It is worth mentioning that annotation builder generates Clight-A with string annotation, instead of Clight-A with syntactic annotation. Fig. 16 shows the differences between string annotation and syntactic annotation. Strings are more flexible and easier to process. When printing to Coq's ".v" file, string annotations are printed at proper positions and become syntactic annotation.
DISCUSSION: FULL-POWER ITP OR A LIMITED SEGMENT?
In the previous work of VST-Floyd, authors have already presented a reasonably useful proof automation system in Coq for verifying C programs. One of their key design choice is to enable their users to use the full power of Coq interactive theorem prover and especially its domain-specific libraries (including theorems and proof tactics) to complete domain-specific proofs. They made their tool extensible enough w.r.t. domain specific theories so that the tool itself can focus on program verification issues.
1. VST suggests users to apply hoare-exists and hoare-pure to extract existential variables and pure facts from preconditions and then put them into Coq's proof context.
2. VST encourage users to use domain specific theorems and tactic. For example, VST's sample proofs teach users to use app_nil_r in verifying linked list reverse. Another typical example is verifyiing linked list append. Fig. 17 shows the program. Before executing line 7, we know that the value of x is not NULL and users are going to prove a Hoare triple of the following form for the if-else branch:
1 struct list {unsigned head; struct list * tail;}; 2 struct list * reverse (struct list * p) { 3 // With l, 4 // Require ll (⟦p⟧, l) 5 // Ensure ll (⟦ret⟧, rev(l)) 6 struct list * w, * t, * v; 7 w = NULL; v = p; in which v is a logical variable. VST's sample proof teaches users to do case analysis and discuss whether the content list l 1 is empty or not here. This is a meta-logic case analysis! In other words, users are allowed to build different Hoare logic proofs for different cases. Specifically, if l 1 is empty here, the precondition just equivalent to false, the whole triple obviously holds; if l 1 is nonempty, we can assume that l 1 has form a l * 1 in which a is l 1 's head element. In the process of developing VST-A, we choose a different design principle comparing to original VST. We believe that users should not touch the ITP environment at all unless the Hoare triple in the proof goal has been reduced to assertion entailments. In other words, we choose to use only a very limited segment of Coq in C program verification and allow users to use full power ITP in proving assertion entailments only. Its influence is two folds.
On one hand, it excludes proofs like what we mentioned above for linked list append. Meta-logic case analysis is no longer allowed. We believe that it is not a big problem since we can always replace such meta-logic operation by assertions that directly states the result of that case analysis. For example, we can assert Fig. 17 . Then, users can do case analysis in solving this entailment.
On the other hand, we have now the full control of our proof context. In VST-A, we tract when every logical variable is introduced. We use this technique to produce postconditon automatically for some if statements and loops (see §4). However, this is hardly possible in original VST. VST's users are allowed to modified the proof context manually. For example, a variable of type Z × Z can be destructed into two variables of Z. Users can also do case analysis and discuss whether a VST-A variable of list type is an empty list or not (like what we describe in the example above for Fig. 17) . If the list in nonempty, the original variable in the context will be replaced by two: one for the head element and the other for the tail list. If VST were to tract all variables and hypothesis in proof contexts, it has to re-implement all Coq's standard tactics and all proof tactics from different domain-specific libraries. This is impossible.
In summary, we believe that, besides allowing users to demonstrate their program correctness proofs in assertions, VST follows a better discipline of using ITP in program verification. It enables us to write more proof automation tactics in Coq theorem prover.
RELATED WORK

Traditional annotation verifiers
Model checking algorithms are very efficient and effective in solving some domain-specific entailments. Traditional annotation verifiers like VeriFast, Viper and Hip/Sleek use SMT solvers to solve separation logic entailments. VST-A does not choose a specific solver. Users can choose their own solver-probably a tactic-based one. We build a simplified version of Hip/Sleek's solver in Coq's tactic language. It turns out to be very useful for examples like linked-list reverse. Among four entailments are directly solved, two can be directly solved and the other two need manual proofs for some domain-specific pure facts (like the associativity of list append).
We also noticed the work of sladgehammer [3] in the Isabelle community, which integrates some SMT solvers into Isabelle's proof assistant and use them to build reliable proofs. We believe that similar idea may be applied to Coq or other proof assistant. VST-A is open for any solver or proof style for verifying entailments, no matter it is interactive proof, or tactic-based solver, or a model checking based one.
Higher order assertions is a drawback of most annotation verifiers. Among traditional ones, only VeriFast supports higher order. Also, it is usually hard to build proof automation for higher order situations.
Another advantage of VST-A is that itself is foundationally proved sound. For real world programming languages, there are a lot of subtle settings lying in their semantics and compilers. So it is very meaningful that we can ensure that what users prove is consistent with the compiler (if they use CompCert to compile), or user can check what does their proved conclusion really depend one (if the use other compilers like gcc to compile).
Other interactive program verification tools
Tools like VST and Iris have devoted a lot to increase proof automation for users to verify their programs conveniently. However, they all require their users to complete the whole program correctness proofs in an interactive theorem prover. This is not easy for an ordinary software engineer to learn.
The Software Foundation text book [19] teaches students Hoare logic by a toy language. It formalizes a Hoare logic and an annotation language in Coq. Some proof automation can be done using an annotated program. In comparison, VST-A works with a real world programming language. VST-A's users can write annotations in C files but not in Coq. Supporting "given" is another plus. It is very useful for verifying functional correctness.
Iris proof mode enables users to prove separation logic entailments in a Coq-like interface inside Coq itself. We may integrate it into VST-A so that users can choose to use it when assertion entailments are not easy to proof using existing tactics.
7.3
The F* language F* [21] is a new designed higher order language. Its key design principle is to support both higher order programming and rich dependent type system. F* allows users to use either an automated solver or an interactive theorem prover to prove type safety. Its underlying type system is also verified in Coq. Comparing with VST-A, F*'s proofs do not only rely on an interactive theorem prover but also rely on its built-in automated solvers and the consistency between these two ecosystem.
Moreover, many existing programs are written in C, VST-A's users can just add assertions (as comments) to these C programs and verify them. New commented source files can be compiled as its original version was.
Also, VST-A is foundational but F* is not. VST-A uses VST Verifiable C's proof rules, which are proved sound w.r.t. the CompCert Clight operational semantics and the Compcert Clight semantics is justified by the CompCert compiler.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present VST-A, the first annotation verifier which is itself foundationally verified. Also it supports a widely used real world language, C, and supports higher order assertions. Currently, VST-A only supports sequential C program verification. We plan to support C11 concurrency in the future. Since VST can be used to verify concurrent programs, it should not be too difficult.
Our formal annotation language and other major designs are not C-specific, not separation logic specific, and not VST-specific. We believe that similar development can be used to design other verified annotation checkers for other languages.
